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A bstract| In this paper, w e describe the modeling and
veri cation of the register transfer level (RTL) design of
an ATM ring (ATMR) media access control (MAC) protocol using a hardware v eri cation model chec king tool, VIS.
We succeeded verifying a sync hronousas well as an asynchronous design alternative of this MAC. Throughout the
veri cation, we report the performance of hardware protocol veri cation in model chec king, and discuss some modeling techniques we adopted in the veri cation.
I. Introduction

The VLSI design of nite-state concurrent hardware systems is toda ypresent in many elds, in particular in the
design of digital and communication systems. Late detection of design errors in the design phase are very costly in
any system development. These errors can delay the product deployment and even cause the failure of the product.
The traditionally used simulation techniques cannot cover
all design errors when the state space of the system is big.
During the past years, model checking techniques [7] have
established themselves as signi cant means for early detection of hardware design errors due to their abilit y of
validation and conformance checking.
Generally, when a protocol is implemented in VLSI, it is
diÆcult to be handled by a soft w are (protocol) eri
v cation
tool. The latter ones are based on an in terlea ving model
and cannot re ect the synchronous concurrency aspects of
a hardware implementation.
The aim of this paper is to describe the modeling and formal veri cation in VIS (Veri cation Interacting with Synthesis) [1] of the RTL hardware implementation of a single
A TMring (ATMR) MAC protocol [3]. A n umber of related work can be found in the open literature. These can
be classi ed in three major categories: (1) formal veri cation of high layer soft w are protocols [5]; (2) formal eri
v cation of synchronous hardware protocol [8]; and (3) formal
veri cation of A TMhardware devices [6]. Our w orkdistinguishes itself from these related publications by the fact
that we verify the V erilog RTL hardware implementation
of an asynchronous MAC. We present some techniques on
how to simulate the asynchronous ATMR MAC design in a
sync hronous environment and also propose some abstraction and reduction approaches for the aimed veri cation.
F urthermore, we analyze the performance of the source of
the complexity in the veri cation with repsect to the CPU
time, memory usage and state space.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
section introduces the ATMR MAC to be veri ed. Section
3 discusses the modeling techniques we used for the asynchronous MAC. Section 4 describes the veri cation of the
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asynchronous and synchronous MAC hardware implementation against a set of CTL consistency properties. Section
5 nally concludes the paper.
II. A TMR Media A
ccess Control Protocol

The ATMR MAC [3] is a new ISO standard based on
a high speed shared medium bus connecting a number of
access nodes b y channels in a ring form. Figure 1 gives
an example ring with ve nodes connected via a channel
transferring cells betw een the nodes.For controlling access
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Fig. 1. A TMR structure with 5 nodes

to this t ypeof shared medium, the ring is rst initialized
with a xed number of A TMcells contin uously circulating around the channel from one node to another. Within
eac h access node there is an access unit which performs
both the ph ysicallayer convergence function and the access control function. Access to the ring is requested b y
the clien t and controlled b y a combination of a window
mechanism and a reset procedure. The client can issue a
sending request to the access unit and receive a data cell.
The window mechanism limits the number of cells a node
can transmit at a time, called the \credits" of this node.
The reset procedure reinitializes the window in all access
units to a prede ne credit value. The format of an ATMR
cell is sho wn in Figure 2. It con tains an access control
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Fig. 2. Format of an ATMR cell
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eld (ACF), which includes a reset bit, a monitor bit and
a busy address. When an access node releases an empty
cell, it will ll its own address in the busy address eld.
The ATM cell is routed by using a ring virtual channel ID
(R V CI) in the cell header.
This protocol was rst c hec ked b y Charpen
tier and Padiou [2] who used UNITY to conduct a pencil-and-paper
veri cation. Their validation abstracts aw ay from any implementations, be it in softw are or in hardware. In [9], the
veri cation of a softw areimplementation of this A TMR
protocol using SPIN [4] is presented. Here, speci c L TL
properties as well as general behaviors such as deadlock
and live-lock have been veri ed.
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III. Establishment of the Verification Model

Since a given property is often true under certain environments, w e need to build an environment of the component to make the veri cation model a closed system. As
an ATMR MAC can have n nodes and p channels [3], we
restrict our veri cation to the model shown in Figure 1 including v eATMR nodes and a channel size of ten cells.
The channel length between two neighboring nodes is tw o
cells. We realized through experimentation that this is the
maximum model size that can be actually veri ed within
the capability of VIS and the memory available in the machine w eused (Sun Ultra 2 with 768 MB memory) [10].
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Fig. 3. Simpli ed cell format
A. Model Reduction

based our veri cation is shown in Figure 3, where 5 bits
ACF and 3 bits RV CI will be used in our veri cation (nonshaded boxes in Figure 3). Because we kept all the access
con trolinformation in the head format, namely the A CF
and RV CI elds, the control behavior of ATMR with simpli ed cell format is exactly the same as that of the original
one.
B. Simulation of the Asynchronous Model

Since VIS is built upon synchronous models, it is impossible to directly describe the original asynchronous ATMR
in VIS, e.g., the description of the cell transmission betw een
tw o access units using synchronous Verilog. We hence need
to simulate the ATMR MAC in the synchronous VIS environment. Here, because we only request that cell transmission be asynchronous and the module itself be synchronous,
w e simply add a module channel in the Verilog speci cation. This channel model will play the role of a queue
betw een tw o A TMR nodes (see Figure 4). All the cells
sent or receiv ed b y the access unit will hence be queued in
the channel module. When the access unit wants to read
a cell from the channel, it actually reads the cell from the
head of the queue. If the destination is the
curren t node,
the cell will be processed in this access unit. Otherwise,
the cell will be forwarded to the next node via the channel
module. This way, the sending and the receiving processes
within the ring can remain asynchronous.
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Due to state space explosion, we did not succeed in verifying the whole data path of the model. F or a protocol vercell
req
out
i cation, how ever, we can use the data independent model
reduction technique as described in [11]. A data independent system is a system where the data path values do not
cell
a ect the course of the computation. F or example, a proack
in
tocol whose only function is to move data from a sender
to a receiver (without payload error chec king, etc.) is typically data independent. The veri cation for such systems
can be done using only the control structure; the data can
Fig. 5. Modi ed ATMR node as a closed system
be abstracted aw ayen tirely. In our case, since w e want
to check the ring access mechanism, we abstract aw ay all
the information which will not a ect the behavior of the C. Environment Abstraction
Since it is often the case that a property is only true
ring accessing scheme, namely the HCS eld, the adaption
layer eld and the user information eld, and this model under certain conditions, w e needto be able to make asreduction is sound. The reduced cell format on which we sumptions about the en vironment of the protocol during
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the veri cation process. In the A TMRcase, w epropose client req is a cell sending request signal from a client to
to verify the behavior of the access units and the chan- an access unit. If the requested cell has been sent out, the
nel modules assuming the clien t modules as environment access unit will return an acc unitack signal to the client.
(see Figure 5). In order to avoid state space explosion, we
further construct an abstracted client environment module Property 3: An access unit will ev en tuallyexit the rethat c haracterizes just the client behavior which is visible to set state and enter the sending state.
the access unit module via the interfaces connecting them.
The abstracted clien t en vironment module hides internal
AF (acc unit:state =
AG((acc unit:state = RE S E T )
details of the client like the generation of request signals. S E N D));
In the ATMR model, we do expect that the client module will have an output signal req after it receives a posi- acc unit:state stands for the current state of an access unit.
tive acknowledgment signal ack from the access unit. The
req may be 0 or 1 nondeterministically. We can implement
Property 4: An access unit will eventually exhaust its
this speci cation using the nondeterministic statement pro- window size credit.
vided by the VIS tool. The FSM of the abstracted client
is shown in Figure 6. \No Req" is the initial state of the
AG(((acc unit:crdt[2] = 1)
(acc unit:crdt[1] = 1)
abstracted client. This state machine can nondeterministi- (acc unit:crdt[0] = 0))
AF ((acc unit:crdt[2] = 0)
cally set the req signal to 0 or 1 and receive the ack signal (acc unit:crdt[1] = 0) (acc unit:crdt[0] = 0)));
from the access unit.
In this property, we expect that all the credits will be conreq=0
sumed during the sending procedure.
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The veri cation of these properties was performed on a
296MHz Sun Ultra-2 workstation with 768MB of memory.
(All subsequent experimental results reported in this paper
w ereperformed
on the same machine.) The result of the
of model checking of above properties are summarized in
T able I, including CPU time in seconds, memory usage in
MB and the number of BDD nodes generated by VIS.
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Fig. 6. Abstracted client beha vior

IV. Model Checking of A TMR MA
C

Once the abstract ATMR MAC Verilog RTL model is established, we validated it against a set of basic consistency
properties. F or illustration purposes, we present here four
example CTL properties. In the follo wing descriptions,
\=", \ ", \ " means \logical equality", \implication"
and \logical and", respectively. \AG" and \AF " are temporal logic quanti ers meaning \always" and \even tually",
respectively.

!
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Property
P1
P2
P3
P4

CPU Time
49,616.9
509.1
27,400.5
44,093.6

Memory
623
28
371
579

BDD Nodes
1,376,130,560
4,423,598
1,928,041,758
1,193,682,251

TABLE I

Verification results of the asynchronous ATMR

F rom Table I, w e can see that the state space of the
veri cation model is large due to the parallel composition
Property 1: Once an access unit exhausts its window of the system components. How ever, all properties could
be chec ked thanks to the pow erful BDD manufacture techsize credits, the credits will even tually be renewed.
niques in the tool. During the veri cation, we used the advanced ordering option [1] to reduce the BDD/MDD size.
(acc unit:crdt[1] = 1)
AG(((acc unit:crdt[2] = 1)
(acc unit:crdt[0] = 0)) AF ((acc unit:crdt[0] = 1)));
The actual state space during the veri cation, however,
varies depending on di erent properties. F or instance, Figacc unit:crdt stands for the n umber of credits which is
ure 7 shows the growth of the state space with respect
being held b y an access unit. acc unit:crdt is com- to the number of nodes for Property 2. The BDD size
posed of three bits: acc unit:crdt[2], acc unit:crdt[1] and of Property 2 is 4,423,598, while that of Property 3 is
acc unit:crdt[0].
1,928,041,758. Regarding Property 3, an ATMR node will
en ter the reset state only after all the remaining cell in
Property 2: A client's request will eventually be acknowl- the ring are sent out. It is supposed to be the most diÆedged.
cult property to be veri ed with respect to the BDD size.
F rom Table I, we can see that it takes 27,400.5 seconds and
AF (acc unt ack = 1));
AG((client req = 1)
371 MB memory to verify this property. There are several
reasons that theBDD size ma y blow up. First, the data-
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path in the ring will increase according to the number of
nodes (Figure 7). Second, the variables are circular dependent due to the ring access. Third, the performance of the
model checking itself is not steady in various applications.
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Compared to other protocol veri cation tools like SPIN,
VIS cannot directly report deadlock, live-lock and unreachable code [9]. One has to explicitly express these properties
using temporal
form ulas. F or example, a dead-lock is expressed as: \Sender is not in send state and receiver is
not inreceiving stateand there is at least one cell in the
channel." Generally, this property is diÆcult to specify in
CTL.

6

V. Conclusions

5

In this paper, w e described the modeling and formal
veri cation of the RTL hardware implementation of an
A TMR MAC using a hardware v eri cation tool, VIS. Most
of the protocols are asynchronous protocols. VIS is a model
chec king tool targeting synchronous hardware systems. In
ATMR nodes
this w ork, w e sho w edhow to simulate the asynchronous
A TMRMAC in the synchronous VIS en vironment. This
Fig. 7. BDD size vs. number of ring nodes
in turn created a larger state space, how ev er. A evri cation
attempt of the original model led to state space explosion.
The veri ed 5-node model has 220 latches, which is be- In order to complete the veri cation, we used a number of
yond the capability of VIS. As w esee from these results, abstraction and reduction techniques based on data-path
ev en though we used a reduced cell format and an abstract and nondeterministic environment abstraction.
en vironment, the CPU time and memory usage are large,
e.g., up to 20 hours of machine time and 623 MB memory
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